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RUN No. 2306 19 Adear Drive Swan Bay Hare: Electric Eric

Weekly Bull Shit Run report for run 2306 “Electric Eric’s Electric Fence Run”

We are out of town again tonight in the Dilston Swan Bay area. Electric Eric is certainly making us
welcome at his new ranch or is it the only way he can get to Hash as FF is laid up with a broken leg.
Another warm evening in the north of the state. ON ON is called beware of electric fences and
snakes the run starts on the corner near the letter box’s. Derbs is running late and arrives just as we
pass the letter box’s on Windermere Rd. 400 metres up the road the trail leaves the bitumen and
heads into the bush on the southern side of the road. Electric fences are everywhere and Electric
Eric has the trail crossing these as often as he can. Tall Hashers are straddling the fences shorter
Hasher are on all fours crawling beneath the lower wires. The trail winds its way to the top of the
ridge where we have the best view of the Tamar River with the Batman Bridge in the distance. The
trail follows the ridge over rocky ground for a couple of kilometres before dropping back down to
Windermere Rd via a couple of more electric fences. A kilometre of bitumen and the trail heads
back into the bush this time heading towards the Tamar River where we come across the on Home
sign amongst the Tee Trees on the swampy foreshore. A two kilometre jog and or stroll brings us
back to the ON ON site

ON ON:
40 Years of LH3 Hashing is only a few weeks away. Inlet the Lip updates all with the progress and advises
all of jobs they have been allocated. The first working bee is on Saturday Sunday 3rd and 4th February the
next will be Saturday 17th February. Derbs has negotiated with the land owner and dogs are now permitted as long as the owner takes control and responsibility of their animals as we are on a working farm
with sheep and cattle.
If you are not registered to attend please send Bugsy an email ASAP so Catering and T shirts can be finalised.

Email libby25@bigpond.net.au

The New 2017 Committee The Committee that “Takes Control”
GM: Rickshaw JM: Bendover, Hash Cash: Pash, Monk: Boong, Trail Master: Delly, Horn: Abba, Lip: Inlet, Scribe: Run report is
now done each week by the Hare, Web Wanker: Bugsy, Hash Hops: Scary

Receding Hare Line
6th February Riverside Tennis centre Hare: Sheila
Saturday 24Th February Acropolis Drive Legana 40 Years of LH3 Hashing

Have you set a run recently if you have not the Trail master may nominate you soon
LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) http://www.lh4.com.au

LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 8th February Hare : Deep shit Tail race Park Riverside
Joke of the Week

On Downs:
Electric Eric: The Hare
Shrek: Old new Runner
Loggie: Paid a mechanic test drive his car only to find there was nothing wrong with it
Sheila: Had a Camera inserted up the orifice of his most delicate private part

The Walkabout Monks [Boong] Rigged Raffle
Abba: Porn video for the boys
Bendover: Bag Lollies
Hash Pash: Six pack Boags
Shrek: Large crayfish

THE ASS END OF THE TRASH
Derbs has negotiated with the
land owner DOGS
can now come to
the 40 Years of
LH3

I wish I
had a dog

Ya Ya that is great
news I must go out
and buy one before
the 24th February’ as
you could do Pash

